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• Who am I: PhD student
• Where do I work: IRISA/INRIA and PeREN (“PEReN is an interdepartmental office with

national competence placed under the joint authority of the French Ministers of Economy,
Culture and Digital Technology. [...] It can assist services with regulatory powers”)

• What am I interested in: manipulation-proof auditing
• Buzzwords.

• What we are going to talk about: auditing, robustness, model capacity, benign overfitting
and dictionnaries

• Sorry for the ML folks, no result tables bold number in the “our method” line
• If you have any question: ask them.
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Metric Demographic parity
between amazon and the other
sellers

A first example: the amazon buy box.

I am a regulator, I wan’t to decide if there is a discrimination. How should I proceed ?
1. Choose a parity/fairness metric

• In this case: proportion of buy box allocated to amazon prime vs third party sellers
2. Build a set of examples/queries (from a public dataset ? random? adaptive?)

• In this case: look at top-n best selling products
3. Get the answers to the queries from the website (API? scraping?)

• In this case: scraping
4. Gather the answers and compute the parity metric.

What could go wrong ?

• Recall the Wolkswagen scandal ? Explain it
• When audit can be detected, platform can manipulate answers to fool the regulator

(eventhough here the predicatability of the audit makes it very easy to detect)
• Bad news: when PeREN conducts audits, they declare their IPs
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Metric Demographic parity
between amazon and the other
sellers

Audit queries Top-𝑘 best selling
products

Data collection shameless
scraping

A first example: the amazon buy box.

I am a regulator, I wan’t to decide if there is a discrimination. How should I proceed ?
1. Choose a parity/fairness metric

• In this case: proportion of buy box allocated to amazon prime vs third party sellers
2. Build a set of examples/queries (from a public dataset ? random? adaptive?)

• In this case: look at top-n best selling products
3. Get the answers to the queries from the website (API? scraping?)

• In this case: scraping
4. Gather the answers and compute the parity metric.

What could go wrong ?

• Recall the Wolkswagen scandal ? Explain it
• When audit can be detected, platform can manipulate answers to fool the regulator

(eventhough here the predicatability of the audit makes it very easy to detect)
• Bad news: when PeREN conducts audits, they declare their IPs
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Context
How are audits currently conducted?

What we are going to focus on today:
• What happens if the platform can lie to us during the audit.
• What we leave aside: how to choose the metric, sensitive attribute, platform, data, how the

platform detects the audit …
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Our contributions

What we are going to focus on today:
• What happens if the platform can lie to us during the audit.
• What we leave aside: how to choose the metric, sensitive attribute, platform, data, how the

platform detects the audit …
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• A lot of audits published/surfaced by academics (e.g. amazon audit), journalists (eg.
propublica, suspicion machine, hirevue) or even individuals (e.g. twitter cropping
algorithm).

• Often: harms surfaced by victims and then systematization by technical people. Final goal
of algorithmic auditing: specify property, run audit and automagically find all possible
harms.

• No consideration of the possibility that platforms want to game the audit:
• Not a big issue in research because usually, audit queries are lost in the traffic the

platform handles.
• Problematic when considering audits led by regulators with fines if the platform fails the

audit.
• What the audits also highlight: when there is no human between the ML decision and the

action, things can go pretty bad.
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J. Dastin, L. Chen, A. Mislove, and C. Wilson, , J. Larson, S. Mattu, L.
Kirchner, and J. Angwin, Rédaction

• A lot of audits published/surfaced by academics (e.g. amazon audit), journalists (eg.
propublica, suspicion machine, hirevue) or even individuals (e.g. twitter cropping
algorithm).

• Often: harms surfaced by victims and then systematization by technical people. Final goal
of algorithmic auditing: specify property, run audit and automagically find all possible
harms.

• No consideration of the possibility that platforms want to game the audit:
• Not a big issue in research because usually, audit queries are lost in the traffic the

platform handles.
• Problematic when considering audits led by regulators with fines if the platform fails the

audit.
• What the audits also highlight: when there is no human between the ML decision and the

action, things can go pretty bad.
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Choosing the
metric
• FairML book [6]

• Political implications
of the metric [7]

• Data minimization [8]

• Privacy auditing [9]

Choosing the
queries
• Classical random

sampling [10]

• Crafted datasets

• Active learning [11]

• Fairness by betting
[12]

Data collection
• Do we get

explanations? [13],
[14]

• Do we have access
to private API? [15]

• Can the platform
lie? [11] ⇒ this talk

Come back to the buy box example and the triangle

1. choosing the metric: A lot of works on the fairness/performance metrics and the social
science theories behind them

2. choosing the queries: some work based on active learning (AFA), connections with
adversarial example literature, connexion with anytime valid estimation (fairness by
betting)

3. observing the answers and most importantly effect of small and big lies about the answers
on the audit conclusion:
• If explanations with answers: XAudit, Impossibility of fairwashing detection.
• If access to API and scraping to verify: Fairwashed API
• If some assumption on the types of lies: AFA

AFA is actually a big step for our problem because it was the first to formalize it and explore
some solutions. Let’s look at it in more details.
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A hypothesis
ℎ : 𝒳 → {0, 1}

Hypothesis space
ℋ ⊂ {0, 1}𝒳

Audit metric

𝜇(ℎ, 𝑆) = ℙ(ℎ(𝑋) = 1 |𝑋 ∈ 𝑆,𝐸) − ℙ(ℎ(𝑋) = 1 |𝑋 ∈ 𝑆,𝐸)

• Consider binary classification problem
• Assume that the distribution of the sensitive attribute is known or that it can be estimated

to any precision
• If no hypothesis on hypothesis space, cannot do anything: no prior, no result
• Same for the adversary power: if no restriction, audit impossible
• Justification, why are these good assumptions: honest but curious situation. Consider

platform that trains fair model in ℋ before the audit, then retrain a more accurate model in
ℋ after the audit. Keep the same answers on the audit set in case the audit wants to check
that the platform is still fair.
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A hypothesis
ℎ : 𝒳 → {0, 1}

Hypothesis space
ℋ ⊂ {0, 1}𝒳

Assumptions
1. Auditor prior: ℋ is known
2. Self-consistency: once

platform reveals its labeling
of 𝑥, cannot change it.
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1. Estimation error: how close we are to the real disparity if we saw all the answers on all the
points of the input space

2. mu-diameter: if platform tries to change model, will our estimated value become totally
obsolete?
• The input space and audit set
• The version space
• The span of mu values and the corresponding diameter
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ℋ(𝑆, ℎ) = {ℎ′ ∈ ℋ : ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆, ℎ′(𝑥) = ℎ(𝑥)}
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ℋ(𝑆, ℎ) = {ℎ′ ∈ ℋ : ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆, ℎ′(𝑥) = ℎ(𝑥)}

diam𝜇 ℋ(𝑆, ℎ) = max
ℎ′∈ ℋ(𝑆,ℎ)

|𝜇(ℎ′) − 𝜇(ℎ)|
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Audit method Query complexity
Optimal Cost𝜀(ℋ)

Approximate 𝑂(Cost𝜀(ℋ) log|𝒳| log|ℋ|)
Random

𝑂(
1
𝜀2
ln(|ℋ|))

1. Number of queries needed to reach a given diameter. Relation with that of random
sampling.
• Do not explicit the formula of the cost
• Explain that it comes from a minimax formulation of the problem
• Explain that cost is not computable nor approximable

2. Number of queries of the approximation algorithm
• Explain what are all the constants and that it is not a deterministic guarantee anymore
• Explain again the limitations: needs learning oracles and cost still not computable

3. Nice graph that shows 𝜀 = 𝑓(budget) for random sampling, for the exact algorithm and
for the approximate algorithm.
• Show that in theory, their algo allows to improve on the random complexity. BUT how

large is the gap?
• Knowing how large the gap is would require to compute cost(ℋ) which is

computationnaly hard, even to approximate

Thus our question: is practice, are there models that are harder to audit, that is, models with a
larger cost?



Research questions

RQ1 ∃ ℋ such that 
Complexity(ℋ, random audit)

=
Complexity(ℋ, optimal audit)

 ?

RQ2 Do these ℋ exist in practice ?

1. Number of queries needed to reach a given diameter. Relation with that of random
sampling.
• Do not explicit the formula of the cost
• Explain that it comes from a minimax formulation of the problem
• Explain that cost is not computable nor approximable

2. Number of queries of the approximation algorithm
• Explain what are all the constants and that it is not a deterministic guarantee anymore
• Explain again the limitations: needs learning oracles and cost still not computable

3. Nice graph that shows 𝜀 = 𝑓(budget) for random sampling, for the exact algorithm and
for the approximate algorithm.
• Show that in theory, their algo allows to improve on the random complexity. BUT how

large is the gap?
• Knowing how large the gap is would require to compute cost(ℋ) which is

computationnaly hard, even to approximate

Thus our question: is practice, are there models that are harder to audit, that is, models with a
larger cost?
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Theorem 1: No need to aim

If ℋ = {0, 1}𝒳, then

diam𝜇ℋ(ℎ∗, 𝑆) = 2 − (ℙ(𝑋 ∈ 𝑆 | 𝑋𝐴 = 1)

+ℙ(𝑋 ∈ 𝑆 | 𝑋𝐴 = 0))

Intuition:
1. Split the value of the 𝜇-diameter on 𝑆 and 𝑆
2. Constuct the “optimal” hypotheses ℎ↑ and ℎ↓
3. Express the result as a function of ℙ(𝑋 ∈ 𝑆 | 𝑋𝐴 = 0 or 1)

1. Ok, let’s start with the dumbest case: what if the space of allowed functions

is the entire set of functions from 𝒳 to {0, 1}?
1. Simple intuition: if the platform can choose any function, then, from the

point of view of the auditor, all queries are equivalent.
1. Dive into the choice of ℎ↑ and ℎ↓
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Theorem 2: Little Robert (informal)

Let 𝑑 ∈ {0, 1}𝒳 be a dictionnary of memory 𝑚. Then, for
𝑚 large enough (with |𝑆| = |𝑆random|),

∀𝑆, diam𝜇(ℎ, 𝑆) = diam𝜇(ℎ, 𝑆random)

1. Ok, what happens if we have a model that does pure memorization but with a

limited memory?
1. Dictionnary models
2. Provide the bound and the figure
3. Interpretation: for low memories, could hope to find a better audit algorithm

but in practice (that is for high memory), random is equivalent to optimal
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Taken from [16] C. Zhang, S. Bengio, M. Hardt, B. Recht, and O. Vinyals, “Understanding Deep Learning (Still)
Requires Rethinking Generalization”, Communications of the ACM, vol. 64, no. 3, pp. 107–115, Feb. 2021, doi:
10.1145/3446776.

• Modern models can fit the training data perfectly
• Even when the labels are totally random
1. Why did I talk about dictionnaries? Well, it has been observed that Sota

models can reach zero error on train set (even with noisy labels etc…)
1. Show figure from rethinking generalization
2. Now, let’s discuss the power of the adversary if a realistic setting

https://doi.org/10.1145/3446776
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Definition 2: Benign overfitting on 𝑐 (informal)

ℋ exhibits benign overfitting with respect to 𝑐 iif

1. ∃ℎ∗ ∈ ℋ,∀𝐷 ⊂ 𝒳, |𝐷| ≤ 𝑑0 error(ℎ,𝐷) = 0
2. error(ℎ∗,𝒳) ≤ 𝜀

• Modern models can fit the training data perfectly
• Even when the labels are totally random
1. Why did I talk about dictionnaries? Well, it has been observed that Sota

models can reach zero error on train set (even with noisy labels etc…)
1. Show figure from rethinking generalization
2. Now, let’s discuss the power of the adversary if a realistic setting
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Corollary 1: Large models are difficult to audit
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Research questions

RQ1 ∃ ℋ such that 
Complexity(ℋ, random audit)

=
Complexity(ℋ, optimal audit)

 ?

⇒ Yes !

RQ2 Do these ℋ exist in practice ?

• Modern models can fit the training data perfectly
• Even when the labels are totally random
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• ℋ: model (trees, GBDT, linear…) + set of
hyperparameters

• AuditDifficulty(ℋ) = 𝔼𝑆[diam𝜇(ℎ∗, 𝑆)]

• ModelCapacity(ℋ) = Rademacher(ℋ,𝐷)

1. Remind the difficulty/impossibility to run the optimal or even approched AFA

audit algorithms
1. Present how we evaluate the difficulty: lower bound with random queries,

averaged over few runs
1. Present how we evaluate the model capacity: Rademacher complexity
2. Present the results with same analysis as in paper
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1. Ok, we have a lot of results on the difficulty of auditing with respect to the

capacity of the model, but in reality this would be quite useless if the platform was not able
to implement it as a low accuracy cost.
1. Introducing: the cost of exhaustion: what is the accuracy cost of switching

from an accuracy-optimal hypothesis class (i.e. hyperparameters set) to an audit evation-
optimal hypothesis class (in the same family)?
1. Answer: cost for the platform is low, cost for the auditor is very high
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It seems […] a platform could always game the system […]
without sacrificing a lot of accuracy of the model learnt.

— Anonymous reviewer

1. Ok, we have a lot of results on the difficulty of auditing with respect to the

capacity of the model, but in reality this would be quite useless if the platform was not able
to implement it as a low accuracy cost.
1. Introducing: the cost of exhaustion: what is the accuracy cost of switching

from an accuracy-optimal hypothesis class (i.e. hyperparameters set) to an audit evation-
optimal hypothesis class (in the same family)?
1. Answer: cost for the platform is low, cost for the auditor is very high
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